
Contour Shape Analysis using a Crystalline FlowHidekata HONTANIYamagata UniversityAbstratEvolution based sale-spae methods play an important role to haraterize a ontour �g-ure.Espeially, a urvature ow is widely used to obtain the sale-spae. In a urvature ow,a ontour evolves in the normal diretion with the speed V that is determined by the urva-ture �. As a ontour evolves, small geometri features in the ontour are smoothed out, andlarge features ome to appear. There are lassial and thoroughly elaborated theories on theontour evolution. For example, it is proved that, letting V = �, any ontour onverges to airle at �nite time, and that no new urvature inetion point is generated as the ontourevolves. These aspets permit us to de�ne the sale using the time in the evolving proess.The sale-spae methods have been mainly treated a smooth urve. In a ase of V = �,for example, it is known that any evolving ontour is analyti at t > 0. In a digital image,however, ontours that we enounter annot be onsidered smooth: they are disrete. Mostof all methods for obtaining a urvature ow, e.g. a level set methodor other smoothingmethods,represents an smooth ontour with a series of sampled points in it. Beause the arlength of the evolving ontour keeps hanging through the evolving proess, it is not easyto trak a point through the proess so as to represent harateristis in the sale-spae.In this presentation, in order to haraterize a ontour shape, we introdue a rystallineow, whih is an essentially disrete version of a lassial urvature ow. A rystallineow is a family of evolving polygons. An initial ontour must be a polygon that is alledan admissible rystal, and the evolving ontour remains an admissible rystal through theevolution. In the rystalline ow, eah faet evolves in the normal diretion with the speedV that is determined by the nonloal urvature �. The quantity of the nonloal urvature isalulated using the length of eah faet. It is proved that letting V = �, for example, thenumber of faets in the polygon dereases as t inreases, and the polygon beomes onvex at�nite time. We an trak eah faet straightforwardly through the evolving proess, beausethe ontour remain polygonal.We propose a method for extrating dominant orners. In the lassial framework, aorner is de�ned as a point that has a maximal urvature.In the presented framework of therystalline ow, on the other hand, a orner is de�ned as a faet that has non-zero nonloalurvature. As the time t inreases, the number of orner faets dereases, in the evolvingproess.Traking eah faet, we determine the lifetime of it in the evolving proess, and extratdominant orners. Some experimental results show that the presented method extratsdominant faets well.
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